The Malaysian Automotive Component Parts Manufacturers (MACPMA) is the national association of manufacturers engaged in the production of automotive parts. MACPMA was established in 1978 and currently have 93 members.

As an umbrella organization for automotive parts manufacturers, MACPMA is committed to the following objectives:-

• Foster and maintain the development of the automotive component parts industry in the country
• Encourage and support government policies which ensure the interest of component parts manufacturers
• Provide services to members on all matters pertaining to the conduct of their business
• Establish and promote liaison between automotive assemblers and manufacturers and the component parts manufacturers
• Communicate with other industrial / Trade Associations, Chambers of Commerce and other commercial, industrial or public bodies, whether local or foreign, and to promote measures to facilitate trade and commerce among firms engaged in automotive component parts manufacturing
• Collect, collate, analyse and disseminate information pertaining to the automotive industry.